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ABSTRACT
The helical tension of chromosomal DNA is one of
the epigenetic landmarks most difficult to examine
experimentally. The occurrence of DNA crosslinks
mediated by psoralen photobinding (PB) stands as
the only suitable probe for assessing this problem.
PB is affected by chromatin structure when is done
to saturation; but it is mainly determined by DNA
helical tension when it is done to very low hit con-
ditions. Hence, we developed a method for genome-
wide analysis of DNA helical tension based on PB.
We adjusted in vitro PB conditions that discern DNA
helical tension and applied them to Saccharomyces
cerevisiae cells. We selected the in vivo cross-linked
DNA sequences and identified them on DNA arrays.
The entire procedure was robust. Comparison of
PB obtained in vivo with that obtained in vitro
with naked DNA revealed that numerous chromo-
somal regions had deviated PB values. Similar
analyses in yeast topoisomerase mutants un-
covered further PB alterations across specific
chromosomal domains. These results suggest that
distinct chromosome compartments might confine
different levels of DNA helical tension in yeast.
Genome-wide analysis of psoralen–DNA PB can
be, therefore, a useful approach to uncover a trait
of the chromosome architecture not amenable to
other techniques.
INTRODUCTION
In eukaryotic cells, multiple molecular interactions drive
DNA to fold into nucleosomes and chromatin ﬁbers (1).
Protein modiﬁcations and other molecular ensembles
organize chromatin ﬁbers into domains of different con-
formational and functional capabilities (2). In recent
years, the development of genome-wide analyses began
to uncover the complex landscape of eukaryotic chroma-
tin structure and its role on epigenetic regulation (3,4).
In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the distribution of several
DNA-binding proteins (5–7), DNA-acting enzymes
(8–10), histone modiﬁcations (11,12), and the bulk of nu-
cleosome positions (13,14) had been mapped genome
wide. Whereas these analyses provide valuable informa-
tion about what is interacting with DNA in a given ex-
perimental condition, not as much is known about the
conformational state of DNA.
One conformational aspect of DNA with deep implica-
tions in the genome transactions is the helical tension of
the duplex. This condition of altered twist facilitates or
hinders the melting of DNA strands, as well as its inter-
actions with structural and regulatory factors (15). DNA
helical tension also promotes the formation of supercoils
that contribute to the juxtaposition of distant DNA sites
and to the global DNA compaction (16). In bacteria,
several lines of evidence indicate that chromosomes are
organized into supercoiled DNA domains (17–19), in
which DNA helical tension regulates DNA transcription,
replication and recombination (20). In eukaryotic cells,
the issues of whether DNA helical tension conﬁgures chro-
matin domains and regulates genome transactions are less
clear and remain controversial (21–23). A conceptual dif-
ﬁculty for the above questions is to dissect the multiplicity
of factors that determine the generation, transmission, and
dissipation of DNA twisting forces in vivo. Thus far,
besides the in vivo evidence of transcription-driven super-
coiling of DNA (24) and the known capability of different
topoisomerases to relax DNA (25), our knowledge about
DNA helical tension in eukaryotes is very limited. A main
hurdle for these studies is the lack of techniques to
examine the topology of chromosomal DNA.
To date, many studies assessing the helical tension in
chromosomal DNA had relied on the use of psoralens.
These compounds have a planar aromatic structure that
allows them to cross cell membranes and to randomly
intercalate into DNA (26). Upon exposure to ‘UV’ light
(360 nm), intercalated psoralens photobind to DNA and
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crosslink its complementary strands (Figure 1A). The
most favorable contacts for crosslink formation occur at
50-TA dinucleotides, where the adjacent thymines on the
opposite strand become covalently bonded at each end of
the psoralen (26,27). Due to the intercalation requirement,
the probability of psoralen binding and crosslink forma-
tion increases with DNA negative helical tension, since it
facilitates the unwinding of the duplex (28). Following this
correlation, in vivo measurements of global psoralen–
DNA photobinding (PB) in Escherichia coli had indicated
that the bacterial chromosome has, in average, signiﬁcant
levels of unconstrained negative helical tension (28,29). In
contrast, analogous studies conducted in eukaryotic cells
did not detect signiﬁcant DNA torsional stress in their
chromosomal DNA (28,29). Yet, local analyses of
psoralen PB denoted the presence of negative helical
tension in particular gene loci in yeast (30,31),
Drosophila (32,33) and human cells (34–36).
The above in vivo psoralen PB studies focused either in
whole cell measurements or in the analysis of speciﬁc loci.
Therefore, relative differences of psoralen PB among dif-
ferent chromosomal regions had not been systematically
inspected. Thus far, one genome-wide study had been
carried out in polytene chromosomes of Drosophila, in
which the distribution of biotinylated psoralen was
visualized with ﬂuorescent streptavidin. The relative inten-
sity of the signals denoted substantial differences of DNA
helical tension between many chromosomal interbands
and puffs (37). In the present study, we pursued to
develop a general method for a genome-wide analysis of
psoralen PB, as it stands the only suitable biochemical
probe for assessing the helical state of chromosomal
DNA.
To do so, we show ﬁrst how to calibrate in vitro
psoralen-mediated DNA-crosslinking conditions that
discern differences of DNA helical tension. Next, we
show how to reproduce these conditions in vivo, select
the psoralen-mediated crosslinked DNA sequences, and
convert them into array signals. In order to minimize
the contribution of DNA base pair sequence in the
crosslinking probability, we show how to calculate for
each array signal the ratio of PB in vivo to that obtained
in vitro with naked DNA. We applied the procedure to
S. cerevisiae cells and topoisomerase mutants. The tech-
nique readily uncovered that distinct chromosome com-
partments might conﬁne different levels of DNA helical
tension in yeast.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
DNA substrates for in vitro TMP–DNA PB
TMP (4,50, 8-trimethylpsoralen from Sigma) was kept in
stock solution (200 mg/ml in ethanol). Relaxed and super-
coiled DNA forms of the yeast plasmid YCp50 (8 kb) with
speciﬁc DNA linking number differences (s) +0.04, 0,
0.06 and 0.12 were prepared as described previously
(38). Chromatin was assembled in vitro by incubating
during 4 h at 35C relaxed plasmid YCp50 with a yeast
extract supplemented with an ATP-regenerating system,
vaccinia virus topoisomerase I and increasing amounts
of core histones (puriﬁed from yeast chromatin) as
described previously (39). Nucleosome assembly was
monitored by the reduction of DNA linking number,
given that topoisomerase activity removed the compensa-
tory supercoils generated during the wrapping
of DNA around core histones (Supplementary
Figure S1A). Nucleosomal density was calculated as nu-
cleosomal DNA length/total DNA length, assuming that
each assembled nucleosome constrains dLk -1
(Supplementary Figure S1). Micrococcal nuclease diges-
tion of the assembled minichromosomes was done to
conﬁrm the typical phasing of loaded nucleosomes
(Supplementary Figure S1B). Minichromosomes with un-
constrained DNA supercoils were obtained by the same
experimental procedure, but using yeast extracts depleted
of topoisomerase activity (from Dtop1 top2tscells).
Calculation of DNA-crosslinking probability
Following TMP–DNA PB reactions, one half of each
DNA sample was boiled during 1min and quickly
chilled on ice prior to examination by agarose gel electro-
phoresis. Gels were stained with Ethidium Bromide or
SYBR Green, and DNA bands quantiﬁed using Kodak
Molecular Imaging Software. The mean number of
crosslinks per unit length (nX) was calculated assuming
a Poisson distribution of hits with nX=ln(1 –Fx), in
which Fx is the fraction of crosslinked DNA molecules
produced in each reaction. Fx is determined by dividing
amount of DNA resistant to denaturation by the total
amount of input DNA.
In vivo TMP–DNA PB and selection of DNA-crosslinked
fragments
Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain FY251 (MATa his3-D200
leu2-D1 trp1-D63 ura3–52) and its mutant JCW28 (top1
top2ts FY251), that harbors a deletion of the TOP1 gene
and a thermo-sensitive mutation in the TOP2 gene, had
been described previously (40). Cells were grown at 30C
in YPD media up to exponential phase. When indicated,
thermal inactivation of topoisomerase II was carried out
by the addition of hot media to equilibrate the cultures at
37C during 10min. Cultures were then split to conduct
psoralen–DNA PB and transcription run-on analyses in
independent ﬂasks. An aliquot of TMP was added to a
20ml of cell culture (OD 0.6) to yield a ﬁnal TMP con-
centration of 4 mg/ml. Incubation continued during 10min
in a dark environment. Yeast cells were then poured into a
Petri dish, exposed for 120s to 360 nm light at a dose of
1.2 kJ/m2/min and immediately washed by three rounds of
sedimentation in cold water. Around 5 108 cells were
then resuspended in 500 ml of buffer L (Tris–HCl pH 8,
50mM, EDTA 1mM, NaCl 150mM, BME 7mM, SDS
1%) plus 300 ml glass beads (425 mm from Sigma). Cell
disruption was done at room temperature in 1.5ml centri-
fuge tubes using the Fast-Prep Bio101 apparatus (2 30 s
pulses at setting 5.5). Cell lysates were diluted by addition
of 1ml of TE and chromosomal DNA was then frag-
mented down to a 2 kb average size by using a Branson
Soniﬁer (3 6s pulses at setting 5). Following an over-
night incubation at 37C with proteinase K and RNAse
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Figure 1. Effect of DNA helical tension and DNA–protein interactions on DNA-crosslinking probability mediated by psoralen PB. (A) Incubation
of circular DNA with TMP followed by ‘UV’ irradiation produces TMP-mediated DNA inter-strand crosslinks. The fraction of linearized DNA
molecules resistant to thermal denaturation indicates DNA-crosslinking probability. (B) Negatively supercoiled (s  0.06), relaxed (s  0), and
positively supercoiled (s +0.04) forms of YCp50 (an 8-kb plasmid) were dissolved in TE (100 mg/ml) and incubated with TMP (0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 mg/
ml). Following irradiation with 360 nm light at a dose of 1.2 kJ/m2/min during 120 s, DNA was puriﬁed and linearized with EcoRI endonuclease. One
half of each DNA sample was directly loaded on an agarose gel (lane A). The other half was boiled for 1min and quickly chilled on ice prior
inspection by the gel electrophoresis (lane B). DNA-crosslinking probability was calculated from the un-denatured molecular fraction as described in
the ‘Materials and Methods’ section. The graph averages results from three experiments. (C) Chromatin was assembled in the YCp50 plasmid as
described in the ‘Materials and Methods’ section and Supplementary Figure S1 to obtain nucleosome densities of 0, 0.35 and 0.7. TMP PB and
evaluation of DNA-crosslinking probability was conducted as in B. (D) Comparison of the effect of DNA supercoiling density and DNA ND on the
probability to produce one DNA crosslink per plasmid molecule. (E) Highly negatively supercoiled (s  0.12) YCp50 was used to assembly
chromatin (ND of 0.7) in the absence of topoisomerase activity. TMP PB (0, 0.1, 0.2 mg/ml) was examined both before and after relaxation of the
chromatin with topoisomerase I. PB and evaluation of DNA-crosslinking probability were conducted as in B. (F) Experiment identical to E, but
using relaxed (s  0) YCp50. (G) Plot of TMP–DNA PB probability and unconstrained DNA helical tension on chromatinized DNA. Values of
unrestrained DNA supercoiling on chromatin were estimated after experiments shown in (E) and (F), and given that ND of 0.7 corresponds to 40
nucleosomes per 8-kb plasmid molecule and that each nucleosome is able to constrain about one negative supercoil.
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I, the lysates were extracted twice with phenol and once
with phenol–chloroform. DNA was precipitated with
EtOH, washed with 70% EtOH and resuspended in
100ml of water. To select the crosslinked fragments,
DNA samples were boiled for 2min, chilled on ice and
then digested with excess Exonuclease I (NE BioLabs)
during 4 h. Undigested DNA was recovered with a GFX
ﬁltration kit (Amersham) in 50 ml of water and further
digested with excess  Exonuclease (NE BioLabs) during
6 h. The reaction terminated by inactivation of the enzyme
at 80C during 10min. To examine TMP PB to puriﬁed
yeast DNA, unreacted cells were disrupted using the
Fast-Prep apparatus and total DNA was fragmented
down to a 2 kb average size by using a Branson Soniﬁer,
as above. Following proteinase K and RNAse I incuba-
tions, DNA fragments were extracted twice with phenol
and once with phenol–chloroform, precipitated with
EtOH, washed with 70% EtOH and resuspended in
100ml of water. Genomic DNA fragments were incubated
with TMP (0.4 mg/ml) and irradiated (360 nm, at a dose of
1.2 kJ/m2/min during 120s) to produce an amount
of crosslinks comparable with that obtained in vivo
(1 crosslink/10 kb). Crosslinked fragments were selected
by exonuclease digestions as above.
DNA array hybridization
DNA arrays were provided by the DNA Chip Laboratory
at Universitat de Valencia (Spain) and consist of nylon
membranes printed with 6020 PCR-ampliﬁed ORFs
segments of S. cerevisiae (41). Exonuclease resistant
DNA chains were subjected to random priming with the
Strip-EZ DNA kit (Ambion), which incorporated
33P-dATP and a modiﬁed dCTP nucleotide that
produces easily strippable chains. The arrays were
pre-hybridized with 10ml UltraHyb solution (Ambion)
in a roller oven during 1 h at 46C. 33P-dATP labeled
DNA (5 106 dpm/ml) was then added and the hybrid-
ization conducted during 16 h at 46C. Arrays were
washed at 65C, once in 2SSC plus 0.1% SDS for
20min and twice in 0.2SSC plus 0.1% SDS for
30min. Arrays were then exposed for 1–3 days to an
imaging plate (BAS-MP, FujiFilm). Signal intensities
were read at 50 nm resolution in a phosphor-imager
scanner (FLA-3000, FujiFilm). The degradation buffer
of Strip-EZ DNA (Ambion) was used to remove
the signals from the arrays, so allowing up to
6–8 re-hybridization rounds (41).
Quantiﬁcation of array signals and data analysis
Three biological replicates of each experiment were
conducted by using independent yeast colonies and by
swapping array membranes among them. Spot intensities
were analyzed by using ArrayVision 7.0 software (Imaging
Research, Inc.), taking the sARM density (with subtracted
local background) as signal. Intensity values were
normalized within each experiment by the global mean
procedure. Reproducibility of the replicates was tested
by the ArrayStat software (Imaging Research, Inc.) con-
sidering the data as independent and allowing the
program to take a minimum of two valid replicates to
calculate a mean value for every spot signal (ORF).
Normalized data sets were used to calculate for each
array spot the ratio (PB ratio) of TMP PB of the in vivo
to the in vitro conditions. In order to determine whether
subsets of array spots had a mean PB ratio statistically
different from that of the global distribution of PB ratios,
the two-tailed Student’s t-test was used to detect signiﬁ-
cant variations of mean PB ratios among different
chromosomal arms and different chromosomal regions
spanning 20 genes.
Genome-wide transcription run-on
Yeast transcription run-on, array hybridization and data
analyses were done as described by Garcı´a-Martı´nez et al.
(42) with minor modiﬁcations. Around 5 108 cells
were washed in cold water and permeabilized with
0.5% N-lauryl sarcosine sodium sulfate. In vivo transcrip-
tion was conducted by incubating cells during 5min at
30C in 250 ml of buffer T (20mM Tris–HCl pH 7.7,
200mM KCl, 50mM MgCl2, 2mM DTT) plus 4mM
each of CTP, ATP, GTP and 12 ml of 33P-UTP
(3000Ci/mmol, 10 mCi/ml). In vivo labeled RNA was
puriﬁed and hybridized (0.2–2 107 dpm/5ml) on array
membranes of the same lot used for TMP PB analyses.
Genomic DNA was random priming labeled and
hybridized on the same arrays. These data were used for
array and probe normalization as described (42).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of negative and positive DNA helical tension on
TMP–DNA PB probability
Before carrying out in vivo experiments, we examined
in vitro how different levels of DNA helical tension
would affect psoralen–DNA PB probability. Earlier
studies by Sinden et al. (28) had shown that psoralen PB
probability increases over 2-fold in negatively supercoiled
plasmids (superhelical density 0.06, a DNA linking
number reduction of 6% relative to relaxed DNA).
Since both negative and positive helical tension might
occur at intracellular DNA (25), we extended their
in vitro analysis to positively supercoiled plasmids. We
prepared an 8 kb plasmid (YCp50) with three physiologic-
al degrees of superhelical density (s): negatively super-
coiled (s  0.06), relaxed (s  0), and positively
supercoiled (s +0.04). We used TMP by its good solu-
bility and DNA-crosslinking efﬁciency (28,43). Each
plasmid form was incubated with low concentrations of
TMP and brieﬂy irradiated with ‘UV’ light (360 nm), in
order to produce no more than one TMP-mediated DNA
inter-strand crosslink per plasmid molecule. After the re-
actions, plasmids were cut into a linear form, submitted to
thermal denaturation and examined by agarose gel elec-
trophoresis. DNA-crosslinking probability in each sample
was determined from the fraction of DNA resistant to
denaturation (Figure 1A). In the three topological
forms, a linear dose response for DNA crosslinking was
observed with TMP concentrations up to 0.2 mg/ml. In this
range, DNA-crosslinking probability in the negatively
supercoiled molecules was 2-fold higher than in the
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relaxed, and 5-fold higher than the positively supercoiled
ones (Figure 1B). Therefore, with this low hit condition,
the probability of DNA crosslinking mediated by TMP
PB nearly followed a linear correlation with the
examined range of DNA supercoiling density (Figure 1D).
Effect of DNA–protein interactions on TMP–DNA PB
probability
In addition to DNA helical tension, psoralen–DNA PB
can be affected by DNA–protein interactions.
Accordingly, this technique has been used to examine
chromatin organization (44,45), local changes of chroma-
tin structure in RNA polymerase I transcribed rDNA
(46,47) and in RNA polymerase II transcribed genes
(48,49), and to determine nucleosome positioning (50).
These analyses required a density of PB hits much
higher (20–1000 hits/10 kb) than that we calibrated here
to discern different levels of positive and negative DNA
helical tension (<1 hit/10 kb). Yet, we need to examine if
DNA–protein interactions would signiﬁcantly affect PB
probability in these very low hit conditions. To do so,
we used cell-free chromatin assembly system derived
from the yeast S. cerevisiae, which efﬁciently packages
DNA into minichromosomes (39). Nucleosome assembly
was monitored as topoisomerase activity relaxed the com-
pensatory supercoils generated during the wrapping
of DNA around histone octamers (Supplementary
Figure S1). We obtained plasmids with nucleosomal
densities of 0, 0.35 and 0.7 (nucleosomal DNA length/
total DNA length); and photoreacted them with low con-
centrations of TMP to produce no more than one DNA
inter-strand crosslink per plasmid molecule. A linear dose
response for crosslink formation was observed with TMP
concentrations up to 0.2 mg/ml. Yet, relative to naked
DNA, a physiological nucleosomal density of 0.7
reduced only by 0.3-fold the probability of producing
one DNA crosslink per plasmid molecule (Figure 1C).
Therefore, in comparison to the larger variation
produced by the helical state of DNA, PB probability at
low hit conditions was minimally affected by DNA–
protein interactions (Figure 1D).
TMP–DNA PB probability on chromatin domains with
unconstrained DNA helical tension
Finally, in order to reproduce more closely the state of
intracellular DNA, we examined how TMP PB probabil-
ity at low hit conditions would be affected in
chromatinized DNA with unrestrained negative and
positive DNA supercoils. To do so, a highly negative
superhelical form (s  0.12) and the relaxed form (s
 0) of the YCp50 plasmid were incubated with an
excess of core histones (to reach a physiological nucleo-
somal density of 0.7) in the cell-free chromatin assembly
system, as above, but lacking DNA topoisomerase
activity. Consequently, most of the negative helical
tension in the highly superhelical form of the plasmid (s
 0.12) would remain unrestrained because wrapping of
DNA around histones could only constrain a supercoiling
density of 0.5. On the other hand, in the relaxed form
of the plasmid (s  0), positive DNA helical tension
would be generated to compensate the negative supercoils
constrained by the wrapping of DNA around histones.
TMP PB was then examined in both topological forms
of chromatinized DNA before and after their relaxation
with topoisomerase I. The results showed that, when the
initial plasmid was highly negatively supercoiled, PB prob-
ability was 2.5-fold higher than after its relaxation
(Figure 1E), thus conﬁrming that most negative helical
tension was not constrained by nucleosome assembly.
Conversely, when the initial plasmid was relaxed, PB
probability was 3.5-fold lower than after its relaxation
(Figure 1F), thus conﬁrming that compensatory positive
helical tension was generated by nucleosome assembly.
These results indicated that, in chromatinized DNA with
unrestrained negative and positive supercoils, PB prob-
ability changes by several fold (Figure 1G) within a mag-
nitude and slope comparable to that observed with naked
DNA (Figure 1D). Therefore, by using low hit conditions
in vivo (1 hit/10 kb), regional differences of DNA helical
tension should translate in substantial changes of psoralen
PB probability, whereas differences in the extent of DNA–
protein interactions should barely affect it. Namely, only a
large depletion of nucleosomes, leaving intracellular DNA
naked along several kilobites, would appreciably increase
the probability to produce one DNA crosslink in a given
chromosomal region.
Calibration of the extent of DNA crosslinks produced
in vivo by TMP PB
In order to detect genome-wide differences of DNA helical
tension in S. cerevisiae cells, we ﬁrst determined the con-
ditions to produce one TMP-mediated crosslink per about
10 kb of intracellular DNA. These low hit conditions
would be also adequate to minimize plausible interferences
with physiological DNA transactions during the PB
reaction. To do so, exponentially growing cells were
incubated with low concentrations TMP and brieﬂy
irradiated as described in the ‘Materials and Methods’
section. Next, total yeast DNA was puriﬁed and
randomly fragmented to an average size of 2 kb. The
extent of DNA crosslinks produced was then calculated
from the portion of fragments resistant to thermal
denaturation.
For our reference strain FY251, we found a lineal
increase of DNA-crosslinked fragments by incubating
the cells with increasing TMP concentrations up to
16 mg/ml during 10min, followed by irradiation with
360 nm light during 2min, at a dose of 1.2 kJ/m2/min
(Supplementary Figure S2A). In this range, a TMP con-
centration of 4 mg/ml produced 20% DNA fragments
containing one crosslink (that is 1 DNA crosslink/
10 kb). Genomic DNA samples obtained with this condi-
tion were thus selected to carry out the genome-wide
analyses.
Selection of DNA-crosslinked fragments produced
by TMP PB
In order to identify the in vivo crosslinked sequences,
un-crosslinked DNA fragments had to be efﬁciently
removed from the genomic DNA sample. To do so, we
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carried out a sequential digestion with Exonuclease I and
Exonuclease  as illustrated in Figure 2. Quality enzymes
provided by most manufacturers (free of other detectable
activities) were appropriate for this step. First, DNA was
thermally denatured, such that un-crosslinked fragments
were converted into single DNA strands. Exonuclease I
degraded then these single DNA strands by from their
30-end. The remaining crosslinked duplexes and plausible
DNA strands with a blocked 30-end with a topoisomerase
I cleaved-DNA intermediate (51) were then digested by
Exonuclease  from their 50-ends. As a result, all DNA
was degraded except crosslinked fragments, which were
converted into a pair of single DNA chains covalently
linked by a TMP molecule near their 50-ends. This selec-
tion process proved to be efﬁcient and speciﬁc
(Supplementary Figure S2B). First, the ﬁnal fraction of
DNA resistant to the exonucleases was 10% (w/w) of
the input DNA, an amount consistent with the presence
of approximately one DNA crosslink per 10 kb. Second,
when DNA from un-reacted cells (TMP omitted) was sub-
jected to the same treatment, the ﬁnal fraction of DNA
resistant to the exonuclease treatment was negligible
(<1%).
Genomic analysis of TMP-induced DNA crosslinks
by means of array hybridization
The in vivo crosslinked sequences selected above
(single-stranded DNA chains covalently linked by a
TMP molecule) were suitable for direct labeling and hy-
bridization on DNA arrays. This possibility avoids PCR
ampliﬁcation steps, which could potentially distort the dis-
tribution of crosslinked DNA sequences. Radiolabeled
sequences were hybridized on DNA arrays displaying
6020 ORFs of S. cerevisiae, which are currently used in
our laboratory to conduct transcription run-on analyses.
It should be stressed then, that the resolution provided by
the previous DNA-fragmentation step and these arrays to
allocate the DNA-crosslink sites was >2 kb, a length that
surpasses the average intergenic distance of S. cerevisiae
(1.5 kb). Therefore, the distribution of array signals
obtained in this method study was only suitable to
compare genomic regions spanning several genes. Yet,
using tiling arrays or massively parallel DNA sequencing
should attain a higher resolution. In such a case, genomic
data sets should allow comparisons of psoralen PB prob-
ability between inter and intragenic regions and shorter
DNA segment motifs.
Following array hybridization, quantiﬁcation of the
spot signals was done as detailed in the ‘Materials and
Methods’ section. Three biological replicates of the experi-
ment were examined to obtain independent sets of spot
intensities. No >2% of the spot signals analyzed
were discarded by the ArrayStat software because
of their inconsistency among replicates. Pair-wise com-
parisons between the independent sets of intensities
yield high Pearson coefﬁcients (r> 0.95). Therefore,
our procedure for in vivo TMP-PB, selection of
crosslinked fragments, and array hybridization proved to
be robust.
Figure 2. Experimental setting for genome-wide analysis of
DNA-crosslinking probability mediated by TMP PB. In a typical ex-
periment, exponentially growing yeast cells were split in three identical
fractions. In the ﬁrst fraction, cells were incubated with TMP and
irradiated to produce a limited amount of intracellular DNA crosslinks
(one crosslink per 10 kb). Cellular DNA was extracted and fragmented
(2-kb average length). In the second fraction, cellular DNA was ex-
tracted, fragmented (2-kb average length) and then incubated with
TMP and irradiated to produce one crosslink per 10 kb. Genomic
DNA fragments from the above in vivo and in vitro experiments were
thermally denatured to convert un-crosslinked segments into ssDNA.
Exonuclease I degraded then ssDNA chains from their 30-end, such that
only crosslinked duplexes (dsDNA) and DNA chains with a blocked
30-end remained. Exonuclease  digested then ssDNA and dsDNA and
from their 50-ends. As a result, un-crosslinked fragments were degraded
and crosslinked fragments were converted into a pair of ssDNA chains
bridged by a TMP linkage. Random priming along these chains
produced radiolabeled sequences that were hybridized on DNA
arrays. The third fraction of the yeast culture was used to conduct a
genome-wide analysis of ongoing transcription (GRO). In vivo
radiolabeled RNA was puriﬁed and hybridized on arrays of the same
lot used to analyze the TMP-mediated DNA crosslinks.
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Correction of TMP-PB preferences due to DNA
base pair sequence
The above datasets of DNA-crosslinking probability
should inform on relative differences of DNA helical
tension genome wide, but could reﬂect also the preference
of some genomic DNA base pair sequences to interact
with TMP. For instance, since most favorable contacts
for TMP PB occur at 50-TA dinucleotides, genomic
regions enriched in this sequence could bias the distribu-
tion DNA crosslinks. To correct this bias, we determined
also the TMP-mediated DNA-crosslinking probability on
puriﬁed genomic DNA fragments extracted from the same
yeast cells (Figure 2). As expected, these in vitro data sets
(reﬂecting only the effect of genomic DNA base pair
sequence) showed a reduced correlation (r  0.65) with
those obtained in vivo. This r-value denoted yet a signiﬁ-
cant contribution of DNA sequence during in vivo PB,
which could be also attributed to signals generated from
distinct nearby sequences within a given array spot. We
calculated then the quotient of the in vivo to the in vitro PB
values for each array spot to obtain a PB ratio. These
ratios better reﬂected the contribution of intracellular
DNA topology on the probability of DNA crosslinking
mediated by TMP PB. Finally, since in vitro PB was con-
ducted on genomic DNA extracted at the same time and
from the same the cells being examined in vivo, PB ratios
also corrected plausible variations due to ampliﬁcation of
genomic regions.
PB ratios exposed domains of different DNA helical
tension along the yeast chromosomes
The distribution of PB ratios obtained in yeast cells
revealed that 68% of array-spots changed no >2-fold in
their in vivo to their in vitroDNA-crosslinking probability,
while 27% changed 2–10-fold. The rest of the spots, 200,
increased or decreased their relative DNA-crosslinking
probability by over a factor of 10 (Figure 3). We
examined then if the distribution of PB ratios was com-
parable in all 32 yeast chromosomal arms. Surprisingly,
we found that the mean PB ratio of few chromosomal
arms statistically diverged from the global mean. In all
the biological replicates, mean PB ratios in YBR, YGR,
YPL and YPR were slightly below genomic average,
whereas in YJL, YJR and YLR they were above
(Figure 3). This observation anticipated that DNA
helical tension was not homogeneously distributed
across the yeast chromosomes. We examined then the
topographic distribution of PB ratios across individual
chromosomal arms. To do so, we plotted PB ratios ac-
cording to the ORF position in all yeast chromosomes
(Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure S3). These plots
denoted numerous regions where long runs of PB ratios
appeared either above or below the global genomic
average. We evaluated the signiﬁcance of these regional
deviations by conducting a sliding Student’s t-test in
windows of 20 or more consecutive ORFs, moving one
ORF at each step. As expected, several windows were
found to be different from the global distribution
(Supplementary Table S1). For instance, the mean PB
ratio in a run of 35 ORFs (from YMR145C to
YMR183C) was 0.6 log2 units above the global mean
(P-value< 3.106), whereas in a run of 25 ORFs (from
YGR004W to YGR028W) that was near 0.5 log2 units
below (P-value< 7.105). These deviations were
observed in all the biological replicates and their statistical
signiﬁcance was further conﬁrmed by doing a similar
sliding analysis on randomized data sets (i.e. the same
distribution of PB ratios but randomizing the ORFs
position). In such simulations, the number of deviated
runs (P-value< 103) dropped by 10-fold. Therefore, con-
sidering that the difference of mean PB ratios between
some runs was> 2-fold, those runs with mean PB
increased were likely reﬂecting chromosomal domains in
which DNA tended to be more un-wound than the global
average. Conversely, those runs with mean PB reduced
likely reﬂected chromosomal domains where DNA
tended to be more over-wound.
Figure 3. Global distribution of PB ratios. The PB ratio for each array
spot was calculated as the quotient of the in vivo to the in vitro relative
DNA-crosslinking probability. The histogram (bottom) shows the
frequency distribution of PB ratios (log2 scale being 0 the global
mean). Horizontal segments (top) graphically compare the mean and
variance of PB ratios for each of the 32 yeast chromosome arms.
Student’s t-test (P-values in red) exposed chromosomal arms with
mean PB ratios statistically deviated from the global distribution.
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Chromosomal proﬁles of PB ratios do not correlate to
nucleosome density and transcription probability
According to our in vitro calibrations, deviations in the
genomic proﬁles of PB ratios should mostly reﬂect differ-
ences in the helical state of DNA, rather than other
properties of chromatin structure such as nucleosome
density (ND). We corroborated this extreme by
comparing genomic distributions of PB and ND. ND
has been well characterized along the yeast genome and
found to range between 0.4 and 0.8 for most yeast genes
(52). As seen in Figure 1D, this ND variation should
produce little impact on TMP PB probability.
Accordingly, when we ordered the genomic distribution
of PB ratios by the ND of the corresponding genes, a
small increase of PB values was only discernible for
the subset of genes with lowest ND (Supplementary
Figure S4). We compared then regional means of ND
and PB ratios across the yeast chromosomes and, as
expected, no correlation was found (r=0.04) between
both parameters. Visual inspection of both ND and PB
proﬁles did not expose also any consistent parallelism
between them (Figure 4). This lack of correlation further
sustained that the observed PB deviations were mainly
produced by differences in the helical state of DNA.
Since DNA transcription markedly alters the helical
state of DNA (24), we asked if the genomic proﬁles of
Figure 4. Topography of PB ratios along individual yeast chromosomes. The genomic distribution of PB ratios is plotted (log2 scale being 0 the
global mean) by their corresponding ORF position ordering along chromosomes III, IV, V and IX of S. cerevisiae (the full set of chromosomes is
depicted in Supplementary Figure S1). Student’s t-test determined whether runs of consecutive ORFs had a mean PB equal or statistically distinct
from that of the global distribution. Runs with mean PB statistically increased and reduced are shadowed by yellow or pink boxes, respectively, with
indication of their P-value on top. Below each chromosome, regional proﬁles of PB ratios (blue, log2 scale), of ND (in red) and of TR (in green, log2
scale) are compared. ND data was derived from Mavrich et al. (50). The three proﬁles were obtained by calculating the mean value of the
corresponding parameter in sliding windows of 20 ORFs, moving one ORF at each step. Resulting means were then plotted in the centre of
each sliding window.
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PB ratios would correlate to the local levels of gene
activity. This test was particularly suitable in our experi-
mental setting because we could analyze ongoing tran-
scription in one aliquot of the same yeast cultures used
to examine TMP PB (Figure 2). To do so, elongating
RNA molecules were radiolabeled in vivo and hybridized
on DNA arrays alike those used to determine PB values.
Normalized array signals indicated then the relative tran-
scription rate (TR) of each gene at the time that TMP PB
was conducted. Pair-wise comparison of the global TR
and PB data sets showed no global correlation
(r=0.02). Regional means of PB and TR did not cor-
relate either (r=0.03). Furthermore, both un-wound
and over-wound DNA domains did not overlap with
regions of high or low TR (Figure 4). We observed also
that PB ratios corresponding to the highly transcribed
rDNA genes (represented by 18S and 25S array spots)
were only slightly above the genomic average
(Supplementary Figure S3). Therefore, it was clear that
DNA conformational differences exposed by PB ratios
did not anticipate the transcription probability of a par-
ticular genomic region. We reasoned this lack of correl-
ation in several ways. First, since PB ratios provide
information on the average conformation of DNA, con-
current positive and negative DNA helical tension
produced during transcription might not produce a net
difference on TMP PB probability along a broad region.
Second, since DNA torsion waves generated in one gene
might diffuse to neighboring genes, the transcription
process and its associated structural changes do not have
necessarily the same boundaries. Finally, since the
duration of on going transcription in any given gene is
generally very small compared to its resting state, PB
ratios mostly reﬂect the basal conformation state rather
than the brief dynamic state. Therefore, the regional dif-
ferences of DNA topology uncovered with our method
likely reﬂected some basal state of the yeast chromosome
architecture.
Topoisomerase inactivation markedly alters PB ratios
along speciﬁc chromosomal regions
In order to examine whether the chromosomal PB proﬁles
reported above could change in different experimental
conditions or genetic backgrounds, we applied our
method in a yeast mutant defective in topoisomerase I
and II activities. The strain FY251 (TOP1 TOP2) and
its derivative JCW28 (Dtop1 top2ts) were grown at 30C
and both shifted to 37C during 10min to inactivate the
thermo-sensitive topoisomerase II allele. In vivo TMP–
DNA PB and transcription run-on analyses were con-
ducted as above in three biological replicates of both
strains. The amount of crosslinked DNA fragments re-
covered in these conditions was comparable to that of
the parental strain FY251 at 30C. Pair-wise comparison
Figure 5. Alteration of PB ratios after the inactivation of topoisomerase activity. (A) Regional proﬁles of PB ratios (obtained as in Figure 4, log2
scale being 0 the global mean) in TOP1 TOP2 (at 30 and 37C) and in Dtop1 top2ts cells (at 37C) are compared for chromosomes IV and IX.
(B) Alterations of PB ratios and of TRs are illustrated (PB in red; TR in green) along chromosomes IV and IX as the quotient of values of the Dtop1
top2ts to the TOP1 TOP2 cells (log2 scales, being 0 the global means). In the Dtop1 top2
ts strain, PB ratios statistically increased (P< 3.1011 by
t-test) in a run of 50 ORFs of chromosome IV (from YDR317C to YDR364C); and the distribution PB ratios underwent also a large dispersion
(P< 3.1097 by f-test) all along the left arm of chromosome IX.
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of the global distribution of PB ratios did not anticipate
major alterations between the TOP1 TOP2 strain before
and after the thermal shift (r> 0.96); and between the
TOP1 TOP2 and the Dtop1 top2ts strain after the
thermal shift (r>0.92). However, when we plotted then
PB ratios along each individual chromosome and
calculated regional means, the resulting proﬁles revealed
that inactivation of topoisomerase activities markedly
altered PB ratios across few speciﬁc chromosomal
regions (Supplementary Figure S5).
Two of the above alterations became very evident by
plotting the PB ratios and TR values for each array spot
as a quotient of the Dtop1 top2ts (at 37C) to the TOP1
TOP2 (at 37C) data sets (Figure 5 and Supplementary
Figures S6 and S7). First, PB ratios increased on average
by >2-fold along a run of 50 ORFs (Student’s t-test,
P-value< 3.1011) in the right arm of chromosome IV
(from YDR317C to YDR364C). Interestingly, this sharp
alteration correlated with a boost of TR along the same
domain (Figure 5). Second, PB ratios underwent large
ﬂuctuations all along the left arm of chromosome IX
(f-test, P-value< 9.1097). The increased dispersion
produced in this arm did not occur in any other chromo-
somal region and was not paralleled to signiﬁcant changes
of transcription activity (Figure 5). It is remarkable that
these two vast alterations spread along chromosomal
regions apparently ﬂanked by putative topological
boundaries. In one case, DNA transposons had been
identiﬁed as functional insulators (53,54) and the
domain affected in chromosome IV is precisely ﬂanked
by an unusual concentration of transposable elements
(Figure 5). In the other case, yeast centromeres had been
identiﬁed as main anchoring points of interphase chromo-
somes to the nuclear structure (55) and the sharp transi-
tion between the left and right arm of chromosome IX
clearly identiﬁes the CEN region as the boundary. To
the question of why the large alterations caused by topo-
isomerase inactivation are restricted to few chromosome
domains, it is possible that, as soon as those domains with
a weaker structural threshold are altered, stress responses
are triggered to avoid further disruptions of the DNA
topology.
Finally, another noteworthy deviation between the
Dtop1 top2ts and TOP1 TOP2 strains was observed
when plotting the genomic distribution of PB ratios ac-
cording to the gene distances to their corresponding
telomere. As illustrated in Figure 6, as genes become
proximal to the chromosomal extremity (<100 kb from
the telomere), the average PB ratio tends to gradually
decrease with respect to the global mean. This deviation
was patent in the TOP1 TOP2 cells, but it was much less
pronounced in the Dtop1 top2ts mutant. Analogous
analyses with respect to gene distances to the centromere
did not show any alteration. We believe that this position-
al effect on PB values is reﬂecting the dissipation of DNA
helical tension that occurs at yeast chromosomal ends
(56). Since DNA tends to be more relaxed near the telo-
meres, the terminal drop of PB values would then indicate
that the average helical tension of DNA in the yeast
genome is slightly negative. The different effect observed
after the inhibition of topoisomerase activities further
support that this deviation of PB ratios is related to
DNA helical state.
CONCLUSION
Our procedure for genome-wide analysis of inter-strand
DNA crosslinks mediated by psoralen PB has proved to
be robust tool to assess relative differences of helical
tension across chromosomal DNA. The distribution of
PB ratios obtained in S. cerevisiae revealed for the ﬁrst
time different levels of DNA helical tension might be
constituted in separated domains along eukaryotic
chromosomes. Further implementation of this procedure
by the use of tiling arrays of massive-parallel sequencing
should strongly increase the resolution to allocate the
psoralen photobinding sites. This information might
reveal how the helical state of DNA changes at intra-
and inter-genic regions, as well as the precise position of
twist diffusion boundaries that separate topological com-
partments. The analysis of psoralen photobinding can be
thus a valuable complement to other genome-wide struc-
tural and functional studies, and help to uncover the often
forgotten relevance of DNA topology.
Figure 6. Deviation of PB ratios at the yeast chromosome extremities.
(A) The genomic distribution of PB ratios (log2) obtained for TOP1
TOP2 cells and the Dtop1 top2ts mutant are plotted against the distance
(kb) of the corresponding gene to its telomere. Plot trendlines (order 4
polynomial) are shown. (B) The signiﬁcance of the deviations observed
in A is examined by conducting a Student’s t-tests that compares the
global PB distribution and that in sliding windows of 200 genes,
moving one gene at each step (starting from the chromosomal end).
Obtained P-values are plotted against the distance from the telomere of
the ﬁrst gene of each window.
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